
How to get to UFS         
 

From the parking lot at "Eibsee" there are two ways to reach UFS as described below. Eibsee may be reached 
from Garmisch-Partenkirchen which has a train connection to Munich (1.5 h) either by the trains of the 
„Bayerische Zugspitzbahn“ (1a) which depart just outside the railway station or by car via the village of Grainau. 
From Eibsee either use the cogwheel train of the Zugspitzbahn to the station Zugspitzplatt in the ski resort (final 
station, also called “glacier station Zugspitzplatt”). It’s a bit faster to use the cable car to the summit of Zugspitze 
(1b) and then a second cable car to decent to Zugspitzplatt (see cartoon).  
 

1a) From Garmisch-Partenkirchen (or Grainau or Eibsee by cogwheel train to Zugspitzplatt: 

 
 Ascent 

 Garmisch  dep 08:15   every hour until 14:15  
 Grainau  dep 08:30 every hour until 14:30  
 Eibsee  dep 08:45 every hour until 14:45  
 Zugspitzplatt arr 09:28 every hour until 15:28 
  
 Descent 

 Zugspitzplatt  dep 09:30 every hour until 16:30 * in Garmisch  
 Eibsee  dep 10:19 every hour until 17:19 connection to trains 
 Grainau  dep 10:35 every hour until 17:35 every full hour 
 Garmisch*  arr 10:50 every hour until 17:50 
 
1b) From Eibsee by cable car "Eibseebahn" + "Gletscherbahn" (via Zugspitze summit) to Zugspitzplatt: 

 
 Ascent* 

 Eibsee  dep 08:00 every half-hour until  16:00 
 Gipfel  dep 08:10 every half-hour until  16:10 
 Gipfel  dep 08:15 every half-hour until  16:15  
 Zugspitzplatt arr 08:20 every half-hour until  16:20  
 
 Descent* 
 Zugspitzplatt dep 08:15 every half-hour until  16:15  * extra rides 
 Gipfel  dep 08:20 every half-hour until  16:20   on demand 
 Gipfel  dep 08:30 every half-hour until  16:30    
 Eibsee   arr 08:40 every half-hour until  16:40    
 

 
On stormy days some rides may be canceled. Information on the current situation is available on the internet 
at www.zugspitze.de or at +49 88217970. In the beginning of May and in November the cable cars are 
usually closed for inspection. 

During the skiing season and on weekends 
delays due to many tourists are possible 
especially in the morning and afternoon. 
 
 

2) From Zugspitzplatt to UFS-  

After reaching Zugspitzplatt please call  
+49 8821 924101. The small cable car connecting UFS 
and Zugspitzplatt will be operated only on demand. The 

entrance to this cable car is right next to the large cable 
car which takes you to the summit.  

 

For charter trains and transport of heavy goods  

see separate flyer. 

Zugspitzplatt 

http://www.zugspitze.de/

